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ABSTRACT 
 
In observation by confocal or conventional fluorescence microscopy, the retardation of the lost in fluorescence, from 
highest signal of fluorescence to lowest intensity are important factors in order to obtain accurate images. This problem is 
very common in fluorochromes for nuclear DNA and especially for DAPI stain. The fluorescence of DAPI is rapidly lost 
when it is exposure to excitation by ultra violet (UV) light, and especially under optimal condition of observation. 
Although the fading process could be retardate by using of mounting medium with antifading solutions, the photochemical 
process underlying the fluorescence decay has not yet been fully explained. In addiction, neither relationship has been 
tested between the fluorescence fading and nuclear DNA content. However, the capacity of the DNA to absorb UV light is 
knows. In order to test this relationship we measured by means of image analysis the fluorescence intensity in several 
nuclei types during a fading period. The analysis was performed by an algorithm specifically built in MATLAB software. 
The relationship between nuclear DNA content and DAPI-fluorescence fading was found equal to 99%. This study 
demonstrates the feasibility for estimates genome size by quantification of fluorescence fading. In this context, the present 
method allows to measure nuclear DNA content in several medical applications (cancer, HIV, organ transplants, etc). 
Nowadays, for measuring DNA content, flow cytometry is widely used; however, with the flow cytometry method it is not 
possible to select a specific group of cells, such as from a specific region of a tumor. Moreover, the using of image 
analysis allows automatizing diagnostics procedures.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
From the beginning of the cytological studies, the amount of nuclear DNA was considered as indicator of the genetic 
characteristics of an organism, and consequently, was taken into account in order to explain evolutionary changes. In this 
sense, several hypotheses have been proposed in order to correlate the genome size with some life history traits, such as 
cell division rate1, metabolism2, and development3. This has been emphasized recently by the estimation of the human 
genome probably contains an order of 35-75,000 genes and has a size of ~ 3X109 bp, while the genome of Drosophila 
melanogaster contains 13,500-19,000 genes and has a genome size ~ 1x108 bp4. To date, genome sizes have been reported 
for ~ 3000 animals and nearly 4000 plants, as well as many fungi, protists and bacteria5,6.  

To quantify nuclear DNA content, densitometric techniques has been mainly applied because the stain used binds 
quantitatively to DNA and its color intensity is directly proportional to DNA concentration7. Recently, densitometric 
methods using Feulgen reaction combined with image analysis has demonstrated to be useful and a simple method for 
genome size estimation8. An alternative method is the quantification of fluorescence intensity in nuclei stained with 
specific dyes for DNA. This method has been widely applied in flow cytometry procedure and can be used to obtain high-
resolution estimation of genome size9-12.  

In this study we propose a new method for genome size estimation by image analysis . This method was based in the 
relationship between the nuclear DNA content and the fluorescence lost. In order to test this relationship, the present paper 
was organized with the followings aims: a) to establish a digital method to measure the fluorescent fading process. b) to 
describe by means of image analysis, fading profiles under different conditions. c) to examine the relationship between 
fading and the nuclear DNA content in haploid and diploid cells. d) to ascertain the fluorescent fading in several genome 
sizes of reference species. e) to obtain a mathematic model in order to estimate genome size by DAPI-fluorescent fading.  
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
2.1. Biological material  
To determine the relationships between the genome size and DNA-fluorescence fading, we used biological material of 
known C-value (total amount of DNA contained within its haploid chromosome set). Vertebrates: Gallus domesticus C-
value=1.2513, Oreochromis mossambicus C-value=0.81 pg14 and Oncorhynchus mykiss C-value=2.40 pg15. Invertebrates: 
Haliotis rufescens C-value=1.8 pg, H. fulgens C-value=1.70 pg and H. corrugata C-value = 2.0 pg16. 
 
2.2. Sample collection and cell preparation for DNA stain 
For genome size estimation in vertebrates we used erythrocytes as well as spermatozoon nuclei. Monolayer of red blood 
cells was smear on clean slides. After air drying, the preparation was fixed in absolute methanol for 20 minutes and stored 
in methanol at 4°C. After fixation the slides were passed through ascending grades of alcohol (70%, 90% and 100%), two 
changes for 5 minutes each time. Spermatozoa were obtained only from Mozambique tilapia; fishes in reproductive stage 
were induced to sperm releasing by abdominal rub down. The sperm was smear and fixed on clean slides with fresh 
Carnoy (methanol: acetic acid, 3:1) at 4°C and after air dried. For sample collection in haliotids (invertebrates), we used 
haemolymph cells and spermatozoa. The smear slide was obtained by similar procedure that Mozambique tilapia sperm.  

The fixed cells on slides were washed three times with Phosphate Buffer Saline (1xPBS; 13 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM KCl, 
0.8 mM Na2HPO4, 0.2 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4) for 15 min and incubated with DAPI solution in dark for 25 min at room 
temperature, then, fluorescence images were obtained. The DAPI solution stain was prepared with 4,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI) (Sigma Chemical; St. Louis, MO) in PBS at 0.5 µg/ml concentration.  
 
2.3. Image capture and fluorescent fading analysis  
Image capture was generated by digital capture process using QWIN software (Copyright © by Imaging Systems Ltd, 
Cambridge, U. K., 1997). This program captured digital images of 348x258 pixels each 1600 milliseconds during a 
fluorescence fading period onto slides containing the fixed nuclei and stained with DAPI. The fluorescence was obtained 
by using a motorized epifluorescent microscopy Leica model DMRXA2, equipped with a RGB color digital camera of 36-
bits Leica model DC300. The capture condition were; CCD exposure time of 509 millisecond, gamma equal to 1 (linear 
response) and color deep of 8 bit/channel. The fluorescence conditions were; excitation filter UV 340-380 nm, dichromatic 
mirror DM 400 nm, suppression filter LP 425, absorption Band AB 435-485 nm and objective lent PL Fluotar 63X/0.7. 

Image analysis was performed by an algorithm specifically built in MATLAB software (Copyright © 1984-2000, The 
MathWorks, Inc.). The algorithm estimates the fluorescence intensity in digital images at 256 level of brightness using a 
window of 13x13 pixels centered on the cell nucleus. Thus, this window was used to calculate the pixels mean intensity 
(PMI) throughout a fading period in sequential images from the highest fluorescence to the total lost of intensity (fading 
time). Graphically, if we plotted all PMI during a fading time, the area under the curve represents the integral fading (IF) 
function as:  

                                                                                      tPMIIF
n

i
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=1
)(                                  ( )1  

where the subscript i represents the number of images in a fading period and t∆  is the elapsed time between consecutive 
images. Thus, IF represents the integral fading which is equal to the sum of mean intensities (fluorescence) during the 
fading period multiplied by t∆ . 
 

3. RESULTS 
 
3.1 Fading profiles 
The fluorescence intensity or brightness level was visualized by comparison with a color bar. This bar shows the pixel 
intensity in 256 level of brightness. Graphically, our data showed that the beaching occurs during the first seconds and is 
followed by a much slower rate of fall. Thus, the fluorescence intensity fell to 50% of the initial image after ~ 15 seconds 
of continuous illumination (Fig.1).  

To ascertain the ability of antifading reagents to reduce the decrease of fluorescence intensity, we compared the 
elapsed time during spermatozoa bleaching of H. fulgens in media with or without antifading reagents under U.V. light 
exposure. In all three solution tested (NPG, 1xPBS/NPG and 1xPBS), the fluorescence decreased as a function of the 
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exposition time to U.V. light, although the decreasing speeds and the initials fluorescence intensity was determinate by the 
media composition (Fig. 2).             

 
Figure 1: Profile of DAPI-fluorescent fading in spermatozoa of O. mossambicus. Each point on the curve represents the pixel mean 
intensity (PMI) measured each 1600 milliseconds. The bars represent two standards deviation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: DAPI-fading profile in spermatozoa of H. fulgens using three mounting medium: Dash-dot line, NPG; Dotted line, 
1xPBS/NPG (1:1); Solid line, 1xPBS.            

 
3.2 DAPI fluorescent fading and nuclear DNA content 
A graphical approach was used to estimate the IF variance and to calculate the sample size in each species studied. The 
mean and variance variations were calculated by increasing the number of counted nuclei. Graphically, we found that the 
mean and variance IF values reached a steady stage after 100 measured nuclei and then, the variance variation became 
minimal over to 300 nuclei (Fig. 3). Therefore, at this point it was considered to be representative of the IF value. This 
procedure was performed in each cellular type used as reference. 
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Figure 3: Variation of IF values in erythrocytes nuclei of O. mykiss. The variance and mean IF were calculated by increase 
from 2 to n nuclei measured.  

 
Fading profiles were used to estimate the area under the graph, this area represents the integral fading (IF). To ascertain 

our hypothesis, we plotted the integral fading of spermatozoa and erythrocytes in O. mossambicus. Although, both have 
different value of integral fading, the spermatozoon IF value was 2266.52 and this was equal to half value of the IF in the 
erythrocytes, 4521.44. This relationship represented both haploid and diploid IF values for this species. Additionally, we 
calculated a lineal model between the estimated IF value for each species versus its nuclear DNA content reported (r = 
0.99). The obtained lineal equation was 8.596ˆ2.3337ˆ += xy  (Fig. 4).  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Lineal model between IF values and nuclear DNA contents (pg) from six species (ten cellular types). SPT, 
spermatozoa of O. mossambicus; ERT, erythrocyte of O. mossambicus; SPF, spermatozoa of H. fulgens; SPR, 
spermatozoa of H. rufescens; SPC, spermatozoa of H. corrugata; ERG, erythrocytes of G. domesticus; HemF, haemocytes 
of H. fulgens; HemR, haemocytes of H. rufescens; HemC, haemocytes of H. corrugata; ERM, erythrocytes of O. mykiss.      
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4. DISCUSSION 
 
Recent advances in computing and image analysis technology has allowed to obtain a rapid and reliable estimation of 
genome size. Image analysis densitometry has been accepted as an accurate means of quantifying DNA for diverse 
applications17,18, and consequently applied in plants and animals genomes. However, this methodology involves the 
formulation of Schiff’s reagent, whose protocol has been modified frequently and substantially since its early 
development. Thus, the majors modifications have been the fuchsine type used, condition of hydrolysis in the Feulgen 
reaction and fixing solution7. These conditions for the Feulgen reaction can affect the efficacy of the stain and a standard 
must be treated with the sample to correct any variation on the staining procedure. Alternatively, the use of flow cytometry 
for measurement of cellular DNA content with high degree of resolution has in recent years been considered as a reliable 
and constant method. At best, sperm cells or leukocytes with X or Y chromosomes can, for example, be discriminated 
from each other19. Moreover, flow cytometry has been applied in numerous cellular types, such as haemocyte, 
phytoplankton and erythrocytes9-11,19-22. Although flow cytometry is currently the most efficient and accurate method 
available for genome size estimation, the cost of equipment is a major barrier to its broad use.  

In observation by confocal or conventional fluorescence microscopy, the retardation of the lost in fluorescence, from 
the highest signal of fluorescence to the lowest intensity are important factors in order to obtain accurate images23. This 
problem is very common in fluorochromes for nuclear DNA and especially for DAPI stain24. The fluorescence of DAPI is 
rapidly lost when it is exposed to excitation by U.V light, and especially under optimal condition of observation25. 
Although the fading process could be retarded by using a mounting medium with antifading reagents, the photochemical 
process underlying the fluorescence decay has not yet been fully explained, although some theories suggest the 
involvement of oxygen, triplet states, and protein denaturalizations26-28.  However, to prevent the fading process, several 
methods can be used to remove oxygen from the mounting medium and thus to avoid the fluorochrome oxidation27,29,30. 
The objective is to retard the diffusion of oxygen into the DNA-fluorochrome complex and consequently to reduce the 
amount of oxidized fluorochrome. Our proposed method only uses phosphate buffer saline (PBS) as mounting medium, 
therefore the photochemical process is not modified and the fluorochrome oxidation could be only affected for the buffer 
composition. Although, no relationship between the fluorescent fading and nuclear DNA content has been tested; the 
experiment with antifading reagents (NPG solution) gives support that DAPI binds stoichiometrically to the DNA because 
the IF obtained value with spermatozoa was equivalent to half nuclear DNA content in blood/haemolymph cells. This 
experiment gives evidence to the relationship between both haploid and diploid cells. Moreover, in all analyzed nuclei 
these showed a uniform variation after to U.V. light exposition and the IF value calculated showed a lineal relationship (r 
= 0.99).  

This study demonstrates the feasibility to estimate nuclear DNA content by fluorescent fading quantification. In this 
context, the present method will allow to measure nuclear DNA content with several applications31. The advantage of the 
method proposed is that the DAPI-stain for DNA nuclear is a very simple stain method, and therefore easy for its 
standardization. The use of image analysis allows measures many samples in a low time-consuming. Because fluorescence 
fading is a general phenomenon in DNA stains, this technique open a whole new and fast way to evaluate DNA cell 
content. 
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